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Introduction
Proteomics refers to the high throughput systematic analysis 

of protein expression and function with the aid of protein 
biochemistry, mass spectrometry and bioinformatics’ tools. 
Most of the biological researches aim to decipher the metabolic 
regulatory pathways to gain deeper insight into various cellular 
processes and thus contributing to our understanding of biological 
systems. Although, there are ongoing efforts to gather information 
contained in the human genome sequence through genomics and 
transcriptomics approaches; elucidating the dynamic changes 

in proteins will provide a better picture of cellular genetics 
and its regulation. In this context, quantitative proteomics has 
been emerged recently as a fascinating platform to explore the 
hidden pathways and reveal fundamentals of biological systems. 
With the advent of the most feasible and spectacular techniques, 
quantitative proteomics is directed to exemplify the identification 
and quantification of diverse proteins that represent a rich 
source of biological information. Quantitative proteomics 
employs various techniques for separation of proteins based on 
their physicochemical properties (molecular mass, pH, charge 
etc) followed by their recognition and quantification by mass 
spectrometry methods utilizing data systems and software’s. 
The major steps involved in these analytical processes are i) cell 
sampling ii) extraction, isolation and solubilisation of proteins 
iii) separation through electrophoresis (isotachophoresis, zonal, 
isoelectric focussing, off gel) and chromatography (ion exchange 
chromatography, 2- dimensional liquid chromatography, reverse 
phase) iv) quantification using gel based and gel free approaches 
and v) identification using mass spectrometry approaches. The 
chief principles and procedure of aforementioned steps are 
briefly illustrated in (a,b,c,d,e). For detailed understanding of 
MS protein identification principles, readers are advised to visit 
http://www.spectroscopynow.com/ ; http://www.ionsource.
com/;  http://www.asms.org/whatisms/index.html. Many 
advances have been made so far in the field of quantitative 
proteomics, however there is no technique that demonstrates 
the actual expression of these biological entities (proteins) 
in one go as in case of genomics (microarray analysis, genome 
sequencing). Proteomics studies require the collective efforts 
of different fields of sciences (biochemistry, physics, computer 
sciences and statistics) that collaborate to analyse structural and 
functional aspects of proteins. In this review, we have highlighted 
various efficient and reliable quantification methods that differ 
in many ways in terms of progression, sensitivity, robustness, 
accuracy and quality of data obtained. Quantitative mass 
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spectrometry approaches can be mainly categorized into gel 
based (2- dimensional electrophoresis) and gel-free approaches. 
Later are further divided to label-based (chemical, enzymatic 
and metabolic tagging) and label-free (data independent and 
data dependent) methods. Each technique has its pros and cons 
and rather than replacement, these methods complement each 
other. The choice of methodology adopted for analysis depends 
on the biological sample taken under consideration and the 
information required. In order to make successful systematic and 
quantitative profiling, we require good quality separation and 
quantitative techniques accompanied with protein/ nucleotide 
databases that promise high accuracy to search peptide masses 
with the assistance of powerful automated bioinformatic tools 
and softwares. Here, we have summarized the basic strategies 
involved in the aforementioned techniques that expedite the 
functional analysis of proteins on global scale and thus assisting 
the conventional molecular biology methods.

Need for proteomics studies in plants

Genes are considered to be the major repositories of biological 
information required for the processing of molecular mechanisms 
inside the cell. However, the information stored in the gene is in 
coded form and needs to be expressed and translated to proteins 
for performing vital functions of life. The genes are transcribed 
to mRNA in coded form of nucleotides that are further translated 
and decoded to amino acid sequence of proteins. Thus, for proper 
investigation of cellular processes, studies can be conducted at 
genomics (genes), transcriptomics (mRNA) and proteomics 
(protein) level. With the emergence of sequencing technique, it 
is possible to deduce the DNA sequence in short time but focus 
has now been shifted to predict the innumerable functions which 
are performed by the expression components of these genes 
i.e., Proteins. The study of cell at genomic and transcriptomic 
level provides a rough estimate of the expression and genome 
annotation. Thus study of proteins is important as these are 
the ultimate bio molecules that complement the structure and 
function of living systems.  The concept of proteome was given 
by Marc Wilkins and his associates to describe the protein 
complement of the genome [1]. The large scale study of diverse 
proteins and precise measurement of their expression by utilizing 
powerful analytical techniques is referred to as “Proteomics” 
[2]. The wide acceptance of this recently emerged technology is 
attributed to advancements in the methodologies that attempt to 
accomplish accurate identification and quantification of proteins. 
The expression of genes can be detected by mRNA profiling 
but it neither reflects the correct amount of proteins nor their 
regulatory status [3]. Transcripts are highly unstable and are 
translated differently under varying environmental conditions 
producing different proteins. There is a dire need to analyse 
multiple protein products arising from single gene to figure out 
expression pathways thoroughly. Various post-translational 
modifications occur that affect the structure, localization and 
function of proteins and presents challenges in front of analytical 
tools to detect multiple forms of proteins [4]. A gene expressed 
under different set of environmental conditions generates 
separate transcripts which are further modified chemically and 

expressed in various ways to produce several forms of proteins. 
Thus, relying completely on genomics tools is not a good option. 
Expression studies should be carried out at proteome level to 
attain the complete knowledge of ongoing cellular processes. 
The first proteomic work in plants was published on evaluation 
of proteins in Arabidopsis thaliana using 2-dimensional gel 
electrophoresis [5]. The proteomic studies have made excellent 
progress in the past few years, right from the sub-cellular 
proteome expression analysis of various organelles [6-11].  And 
understanding the developmental process by spot comparison 
[12-14]. To deciphering the proteins involved in stress physiology 
[15-24] and plant pathogen interactions [25-28]. The detailed 
inspection of several proteins synthesized by various intriguing 
metabolic processes in relation to the external environment will 
help to assign functions to orphan genes and understanding 
their regulation ultimately serving the purpose. As proteins are 
directly involved in the molecular networks, accurate changes 
can be measured in response to alternating surroundings. Table 
1 represents the key studies carried out on proteomic analysis 
of plants using advanced gel based and gel free methodologies. 
Thus, proteomics approaches can be considered as the essential 
key to unlock mysteries of life and its processes finally governing 
the efficient manipulation of pathways for improvement of crops. 

Proteomics Methodologies: Progress Till Date
Gel based methods

Gel based protein separation and quantification is performed 
by integrating simple analytical methods of protein biochemistry 
with high throughput mass spectrometry analysis. The first 
report in this context was published about three decades ago 
by O’Farrel for analysis of complex proteins [68]. Since then, 
tremendous progress has been made in the field of protein 
studies due to continued development of methodologies in 
terms of precision and accuracy. This technique allows global 
analysis of thousands of protein isoforms expressing under 
specific set of conditions [4]. Gel based approach mainly 
employs 2D-PAGE (Two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis) and 2D-DIGE (Two dimensional differential gel 
electrophoresis) that efficiently separates proteins on the basis 
of their physicochemical properties, differentially analyses the 
spots obtained and  finally identifies the components using mass 
spectrometry. Figure 2 (a, b) represents basic steps involved in 
gel based proteomics approach. In spite of huge advancements in 
the field of proteomics, these techniques have not been replaced 
and are routinely used for quantification of proteins.

2D-PAGE (Two Dimensional Polyacrylamide Gel Electro-
phoresis): Electrophoresis technique (separation of charged 
molecules under the influence of electric current) has been ex-
tensively utilized for the separation of biomolecules [69] based 
on their specific characteristics. Two dimensional approach at-
tempts to separate proteins depending on two parameters i.e., pH 
and molecular mass. Former employs IEF (iso-electric focusing) 
technique and later utilizes polyacrylamide gels in electrolytic 
medium subjected to current under the influence of electric field. 
The second dimension represents better resolution and precision 
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Figure 1ab: Major steps involved in proteomic analysis. (a) Cell conditioning; (b) Sample preparation.

Figure 1c: Protein Separation.
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Figure 1d: Protein Quantification.

Figure 1e: Protein Identification (MS Instruments for Peptide Mass Fingerprinting, Peptide Sequence Analysis & Protein Identification).   
SDS: Sodium-dodecyl Sulfate; ITP: Isotachophoresis; TE: Trailing Electrolyte; LE: Leading Electrolyte; MW: Molecular Weight; IEF: Isoelectric Fo-
cusing; pI: Iso-Electric Point; IEC: Ion Exchange Chromatography; 2D-LC: Two Dimensional Liquid Chromatography; RP: Reverse Phase; 2DE: Two 
Dimensional Electrophoresis; 2D-PAGE: Two Dimensional Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis; 2D-DIGE: Two Dimensional Difference in Gel Elec-
trophoresis; (Cy): Cyanine Dye; BN-PAGE: Blue Native Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis; SILAC: Stable Isotope Labelling by Amino Acids in Cell 
Culture; ICAT: Isotope-Coded Affinity Tags; ICPL: Isotope Coded Protein Labeling; iTRAQ: Isobaric Tags for Relative and Absolute Quantification; MS: 
Mass Spectrometry; PMF: Peptide Mass Fingerprinting; MALDI: Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization; ESI: Electro Spray Ionization; APCI: At-
mospheric Pressure Chemical Ionization, APPI: Atmospheric Pressure Photo Ionization; DC: Direct Current; RF: Radiofrequency; TOF: Time-of- Flight; 
Em Waves: Electromagnetic Waves; m/z: Mass to Charge Ratio; FT-ICR: Fourier Transform-Ion Cyclotron Resonance 
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Figure 2: Schematic flowchart for technical work plan for 2DGE (Two-Dimensional Gel Electrophoresis) 
(a) 2-Dimensional Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (2D-PAGE)
(b) 2D-Difference in Gel Electrophoresis (2D-DIGE)
IPG: immobilization pH gradient; DTT: dithiothreitol; SDS: Sodium-dodecyl sulfate;
MM: Molecular Mass; ng: Nanogram; pg: Pictogram; CY: Cyanine; NHS: N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester; gp: Group; Lys: Lysine.

to analyse complex proteins in the sample. First of all, the sample 
(tissue/cell) is collected and stored under suitable conditions and 
used to extract proteins free from impurities. Then proteins are 
solubilised using ionic/non-ionic detergents and reducing agents 
(DTT) and finally separated. Iso-electric focusing requires IPG 
strips (Immobilized pH gradient strips) that contain acrylamide 
polymerized with bis-acrylamide and immobilins covalently bind 
in gel. These immobilins were used to create stable pH gradient 
[70] inside the gel. These strips are dipped in the solubilisation 
buffer containing extracted proteins of the sample. Both positive-
ly and negatively charged proteins (amphoteric) have specific pI 
(iso-electric point) at which the charge of the protein is neutral-
ized. Different amphoteric molecules get focused on the gel cor-
responding to their respective pI when subjected under electric 
field. The strips are further treated with SDS and chemicals like 
DTT, iodoacetamide for equilibration of their chemical proper-
ties and thus leaving proteins to be analysed only on the basis of 
their molecular masses. The hydrocarbon tail in the SDS (sodium- 
dodecyl sulphate) binds to the hydrophobic amino acids through 
non-covalent interactions and gets distributed over entire pro-
teins imparting negative charge all over and causes denaturation 
[71]. The proteins then travel from porous polyacrylamide gel 
(PAGE) according to their molecular weight under the influence 

of electric current. Different pH of buffer systems present more 
accurate resolution due to isotachophoresis in which proteins 
are aligned on the stacking gel (less pH) and further separated 
onto resolving gel (high pH) thus giving a fair start to all proteins. 
The buffer systems possess leading and trailing ions whose elec-
trophoretic mobility is affected by the external pH. Some of the 
most commonly used buffer systems are Tris-glycine, Bis-Tris, 
Tris-acetate and Tris-Tricine. Next step after resolution is the 
detection of the proteins which can be achieved by in-gel stain-
ing methods. The most commonly used chemicals for staining 
are coomassie brilliant blue, silver nitrate and fluorescent dyes 
that differ in terms of sensitivity, utility and suitability for MS 
analysis. Coomassie brilliant blue and fluorescent dyes bind non-
covalently to the proteins and can be separated easily, thus suit-
able for MS analysis but silver staining involves covalent linking 
to the proteins thus not recommended for MS analysis in spite of 
its high sensitivity than other dyes [72]. Fluorescent dyes such 
as Deep Purple, SYPRO Ruby, SYPRO Red, SYPRO Orange, RuBPS, 
FlamingoTM, Krypton TM, ASCQ Ru, ProQdiamond, ProQemer-
ald etc present very high sensitivity and accurate determination 
of protein isoforms in the sample due to their efficient compat-
ibility with MS [73]. Stained gels are visualized using scanners/
detectors and differential spots are taken into consideration for 
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further analysis (depicted in Figure 2a). The abundance of pro-
teins is roughly assessed by the intensity of spots. However, for 
absolute detection, these spots are excised from the gel and sub-
jected to enzymatic digestion producing variable peptides that 
undergo ionization in MS and analysed based on their different 
mass to charge ratios. The speed with which these peptides move 
towards detector is critically observed and fed to data systems. 
The data is then used to search matches in the databases (pro-
tein/nucleotide) for peptide mass fingerprinting using power-
ful automated softwares for identification of proteins [74]. This 
technique ensures the utilization of cost-effective technologies 
for adequate resolution of complex proteins and can be used 
along with the advanced tandem MS approaches as the first frac-
tionation step. However, it renders errors due to greater number 
of steps involved and low proteome coverage due to insolubil-
ity of highly acidic or basic, hydrophobic proteins. The detection 
of spot intensity permits inaccuracy due to resolution of diverse 
proteins in the same location and thus prevents the low abundant 
proteins to be detected [4,75-77]. In addition to this, different 
experimental treatment of samples and gel-to-gel variation also 
contribute to the poor reproducibility of 2D-PAGE. These draw-
backs are overcome by 2D-DIGE technique that allows resolution 
on single gel rather than separate gels.

2D-DIGE (Two Dimensional Differential Gel Electropho-
resis) This modified gel based technique offers few advantages 
over 2D-PAGE by minimizing the errors caused by gel–to-gel 
variation and need for analysis of more than one gel thereby 
reducing manual error. The protein samples are pre-stained by 
using cyanine-based fluorescent dyes. The NHS (N-hydroxysuc-
cinimidyl) ester group and maleimide derivatives of these dyes 
react with the amino and thiol groups of the protein respectively. 
The labelling is performed in two ways- minimal labelling and 
saturation labelling [78]. Former deals with the labelling of N’- 
terminal of lysine residues by amide linkage to NHS ester group 
(required for maintaining the multiple charges on the surface of 
protein thereby preventing in solubilisation) and later facilitates 
the binding of thiol groups of cysteine residues to the maleimide 
derivatives of dyes (recommended for low abundant proteins 
due to high sensitivity) leading to comparatively wide proteome 
coverage. The cyanine based dyes should be tagged such that 
they might not influence the mobility of proteins when subjected 
to electrophoresis [79]. The labelling of different samples with 
resolvable fluorescent cyanine based dyes allows differential 
expression studies. The protein samples to be quantified are la-
belled with Cy3 and Cy5 dyes that impart different colours when 
visualized by fluorescence scanner and thus depict the amount of 
protein within the sample by measurement of spot intensity (Il-
lustrated in Figure 2b). These labelled proteins along with the in-
ternal standard Cy2 (representing presence of both the samples) 
is used for normalization of the ratios of intensities retrieved 
from different samples paving way for accurate quantification of 
proteins. The labelled protein samples are mixed and subjected 
to electrophoretic separation in a single gel thereby eliminating 
the need to analyse more gels and reducing the experimental er-
ror. The stained images are captured, scanned, digitalized and 
the fluorescence intensities of variable samples are analysed and 

the data is fed to efficient softwares such as DeCyder, Proteom 
weaver PDQuest and Progenesis [70] for comparison of spot 
intensities and useful information is generated depicting to the 
abundance of specific proteins. DIGE technique is more appealing 
as compared to 2D-PAGE in terms of sensitivity, reproducibility, 
reliability, accuracy, automation, and more suitability for more 
diverse proteins & MS analysis. The gel based techniques have 
been applied for differential protein expression studies in plants 
[17,80-84]. And few research findings emphasized the equivalent 
need of gel based techniques to accomplish the task of protein an-
notation [85-88]. Regardless of so many advantages of 2D-DIGE, 
it is unable to beat some of the immanent drawbacks of gel based 
approaches like narrow-coverage of proteins due to tagging of 
lysine and cysteine amino acids only, insolubility of some of the 
membrane proteins and sample preparation variation. 

Advancements in the field of proteomics have led to the 
emergence of gel-free proteomics approach that addresses the 
issues such as reproducibility, low-proteome coverage, quality of 
data obtained that are observed in case of gel-based methods. Gel-
free methods are mainly dependent on LC-MS/MS technique and 
instead of examining one spot at a time, it takes into consideration 
all the peptides generating from the proteins proving to be more 
robust and extremely informative high-throughput strategy.

Gel free methods

Gel free methods can be considered as a direct consequence of 
the numerous innovative developments in the past two decades. 
These methods eliminate few of the major experimental errors 
observed in case of gel based approaches. Gel free approaches 
can be mainly classified into two categories i.e., label-based 
approaches and label free approaches [89]. These methods utilize 
the proficient liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry 
tools to generate the quantification data thereby promising 
efficient protein studies. The gel free strategy is quite simple 
and engages few steps in which proteins are isolated, digested 
(labelled/non-labelled), eluted on liquid chromatography and 
detected to be analyzed by mass spectrometry approaches 
for absolute or relative quantification. Wide methodologies 
pertaining to label-based and label-free approaches are discussed 
in the following sections.

Label based methods

Label-based approaches utilize specialized isotope/isobar 
tags having specific groups that label proteins and peptides 
chemically/metabolically or enzymatically [90]. The steps 
undertaken for label-based quantification are depicted in Figure 
3 a & b. The separation of these labelled peptides on LC and 
further analyses by highly sensitive MS technique yields highly 
informative data for retrieving precise results by comparing 
the relative abundances of heavy and light samples. Numerous 
experiments have been conducted using label based strategies 
to understand the mechanisms of various developmental stages, 
stress physiology by differential expression studies [26,28,91-
95]. The label based approaches assure automated high-
throughput quantitative proteome analysis of unknown proteins 
with reliable automated and multiplexing abilities. Proteins/
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Figure 3: Outline of technical work plan for label-based proteomics
(a) Chemical Labelling for Protein Quantification
(b) Metabolic Labelling for Protein Quantification
ICAT: Isotope-Coded Affinity Tags; tag consists of three functional elements i.e. iodoacetyl group (yellow) binds to thiol-specific groups, linker (blue) 
introduces mass shifts and biotin (red) used for reducing complexity by affinity purification. 
ICPL: Isotope Coded Protein Labelling; modified version of ICAT that permits multiplexing and labelling of almost all peptides.
iTRAQ: Isobaric Tags for Relative and Absolute Quantification; tag consists of reporter (red) that introduces mass differences, balance group (blue) 
that maintains the similar weight of all reporter  group in tags and  NHS group (yellow) that binds specifically to peptides.  
TMT: Tandem Mass Tag; differs from iTRAQ with respect to the presence of additional linker group (white) and isobars used.
SILAC: Stable Isotope Labelling by Amino Acids in Cell Culture; DMEM: Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium, RPMI Medium: Roswell Park Memorial 
Institute Medium, DTT: dithiothrietol, IAA: indole acetic acid
15N Labelling: Differs from SILAC in terms of incorporation of labelled elements through inorganic chemicals instead of labelled amino acids.
CDITs: Culture-Derived Isotope Tags; can be used for absolute quantification as well.
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peptides are labelled either chemically (using isotopes or isobars) 
or metabolically to introduce mass shifts for distinguishing the 
relative intensities of the proteins in the samples. 

Chemical labelling: The method involves utilization of 
chemically synthesized tags that incorporate variable isotopes 
and isobars which introduce mass difference within the 
labelled proteins (ICAT) and peptides (ICPL, iTRAQ, TMT) for 
their differential expression studies based on the abundance 
of peptides detected by their peak intensities (based on m/z) 
and MS/MS fragmentation. This strategy offers accuracy and 
simultaneous comparison of more than two samples. It has been 
further sub-divided into isotopic (ICAT & ICPL) and isobaric 
(iTRAQ & TMT) labelling.

Isotope-Coded Affinity Tags (ICAT): The first in vitro 
method that permits tagging of proteins and peptides of all types 
of biological samples using stable isotopes was developed by 
Gygi and his associates in 1999 [96]. This technique employs 
ICAT reagents that consist of mainly iodo-acetamide group 
or N-ethymaleimide, a spacer or linker arm and biotin. Iodo-
acetamide group/N-ethymaleimide is highly specific chemical 
reactive group that alkylates thiol group of cysteine residues 
in the protein sample. A spacer or linker arm is meant for 
introduction of mass shift by incorporation of different isotopes in 
different samples. Isotopes used for this purpose are proton (H)/ 
deuterium (D), 12C/13C, 15N/16N that introduce mass difference 
of upto 8Da due to presence of these elements in the labelled or 
unlabelled amino acid residues producing light and heavy tags. 
Biotin group assists purification of labelled peptides by affinity 
chromatography in biotin-avidin/streptavidin systems and thus 
captures all the cysteine containing peptides from the mixture. 
The strategy employs isolation of protein from two samples 
followed by synthetic chemical labelling using ICAT reagents; 
one with heavy and other with light isotopes. The labelled 
samples are then pooled, enzymatically digested to peptides 
and subjected to affinity purification by biotin moiety to reduce 
sample complexity. The next step involves the removal of biotin 
as it decreases the resolution efficiency of mass spectrometry 
[96] using acid-cleavable (ALICE/ introduction of disulphide 
bond in linker) or photo-cleavable linkers (UV light) [97,98]. The 
peptides are then allowed to resolve on liquid chromatographic 
separations and further analysed by tandem mass spectrometric 
techniques. Relative peak intensities obtained in MS spectra 
directly correlates to the abundance of respective peptides 
in the sample whereas tandem MS allows peptide mass 
fingerprinting by detection of product ions generated during 
peptide fragmentation which leads to identification of proteins. 
The technique offers accuracy as samples are similarly treated by 
protease preventing experimental variations and reduced sample 
complexity due to tagging of only cysteine residues but is also 
associated with loss of information leading to lower proteome 
coverage. To overcome these limitations, other tags have been 
developed that allow multiplexing as well.

Isotope-Coded Protein Labelling (ICPL): The ICPL strategy, 
referred to as modified version of ICAT approach was developed 
by Schmidt and co-workers that solved major shortcomings of 

confined sequence coverage and low throughput [99]. It utilizes 
amine-reactive N-nicotinoyloxy-succinimide tags that cause 
derivatization of free amino-terminal groups and ɛ-amino groups 
of lysine residues and introduce mass difference of 4 Da and ~6 
Da in case of H/D and 12C6/13C6 labelling respectively. The first 
step involves extraction, reduction and alkylation of protein 
samples to ensure uniform labelling of all free amino terminals 
of lysine residues. The heavy and light labelled protein samples 
are then pooled and subjected to enzymatic digestion. Since 
lysine residues are labelled, treatment with trypsin will generate 
longer fragments, thus Glu-C endoproteinases in addition to 
trypsin are used for digestion to obtain shorter fragments. ICPL 
tags are hydrophilic in nature and help to maintain the intrinsic 
characteristics of peptides that allow efficient quantification. The 
isotopes used in ICPL tags can be used in varied combinations 
for multiplexing (triplex and quadruplex) and differentiates the 
sample by even 2 Da. This method permits labelling of lysine 
containing peptides that are found abundant as compared to 
cysteine residues in most of the proteins and eliminates the 
confined sequence coverage of proteome to some extent but not 
completely as lysine is also absent in some of the proteins. To 
overcome this issue, post-digest ICPL approach was developed 
that allows labelling of peptides after enzymatic digestion. All 
the free N-terminals of peptides are labelled uniformly and thus 
the results obtained are non-biased and considered to be more 
accurate [100]. The digested labelled peptides are separated 
on liquid chromatography and finally analysed on MS for 
quantification and identification of proteins. ICPL strategy is 
observed to be very suitable for efficient MS/MS fragmentation 
and detection of peak intensities and also offers the analysis of 
post-translational modifications and isoforms [101]. Despite of 
advantages over ICAT method, post digest ICPL involves labelling 
after digestion which can lead to manual error and the tags can 
interfere in the mobility of peptides when subjected to liquid 
chromatography [102]. In addition to isotopes, isobars have been 
employed for the quantification purpose that can introduce mass 
difference of even 1 Da and efficient multiplexing (iTRAQ & TMT).

Isobaric Tags for Relative and Absolute Quantification 
(iTRAQ): ITRAQ strategy has been utilized efficiently to explore 
the diverse molecular mechanisms occurring in plants. The 
strategy involves isobaric labelling of peptides; introduced by 
Ross and his associates in 2004 [103]. The isobaric tags bind 
covalently to the N-terminal of peptides; introduce a mass shift 
of even 1Da and thus paves way for multiplexing. The tag is 
comprised of three main functional elements i) Reporter group 
that introduces mass shifts ii) Balance group that is required 
to maintain the overall mass of isobaric tag iii) NHS group 
which specifically binds to the peptide. Chemically, reporter 
group is N-methylpiperizine which provides a mass shift range; 
balance group is mainly carbonyl group whose mass is adjusted 
according to the reporter group so that all tags have same mass 
for combined reporter and balance group and NHS ester group is 
amine reactive. The isobars are employed in varied combinations 
leading to efficient comparison of two, four and eight samples 
simultaneously which is otherwise not possible in case of ICAT 
strategy. Reporter groups have a mass range varying from 114-
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117 Da and 113-121 Da that are compensated by balance group 
having a range from 28-31 Da and 184-192 Da in 4-plex (mass 
tag = 145 Da) and 8-plex (mass tag = 305 Da) respectively. 
Thus, the overall mass of reporter and balance group remains 
constant (as shown in Figure 3 a). The strategy includes labelling 
of enzymatically digested protein samples in which NHS-group 
binds covalently to all the N-termini of peptides equally. The 
labelled peptides are then further analysed by LC-MS/MS. All the 
labelled peptides are resolved by chromatographic separation 
and detected by MS to generate spectra. However, the peptides 
remain unresolved as second round fragmentation of peptides 
is necessary for producing product ions associated with release 
of reporter ions. For this purpose high quality MS with triple 
quadrupole is used. The ions entering are fragmented by less 
collision energies to produce precursor ions which cannot be 
distinguished and presented as a single peak. These precursor 
ions are again introduced under the influence of high collision 
energies to give product ions that are detected and resolved to 
generate spectra for simultaneous protein quantification and 
identification when retrieved information is searched against 
available protein and nucleotide databases. Although iTRAQ 
strategy has been utilized extensively in the past years due to its 
high accuracy and multiplexing abilities, it is associated with the 
need of high-throughput data acquisition system and modified 
versions of MS that can read slight mass differences. 

Tandem mass tag: This technique shares the same principle 
as iTRAQ strategy with slight variation in the chemical structure 
of the tag used for labelling. 13C/15N isotopomers are mainly 
used in varying proportion to create mass difference. The tag is 
comprised of reporter region (creates mass difference), linker 
region (conjugates reporter to balance group and is easily 
cleavable), balance group (maintains constant mass) and protein 
reactive group (binds to amine/cysteine/carbonyl) [104]. The 
reporter group mass varies from 126-131 Da which is maintained 
to a constant mass of 230 Da by balance group having mass 
ranging from 99-104 Da which leads to 6-plex analysis. Similar 
to iTRAQ, this technique involves efficient uniform labelling 
of peptides (amine-) and cysteine residues (cys TMT) after 
enzymatic digestion of proteins. The reporter ions are released at 
the time of peptide fragmentation in MS/MS, produce spectra that 
is recorded and finally the abundance of peptides is interpreted 
that allows protein identification and relative quantification. 

Although chemical labelling presents accuracy in 
determination of peptide abundance and overcomes in-gel 
experimental variation, it requires careful sample preparation 
methods and highly efficient mass spectrometric analysis which 
can discriminate peptides varying by even 1 Da mass. Multiplex 
versions are undoubtedly presenting proficient comparison 
but are associated with complicated data analysis due to its 
inability to select peptides after one round of fragmentation. The 
major drawback of these techniques is that pooling of samples 
is done just before LC-MS/MS analysis which creates space 
for experimental biasness and inaccuracy. To overcome the 
limitations of in vitro techniques, metabolic labelling came in 
limelight that incorporates the tags in the samples from the very 
beginning. 

Enzymatic labelling: This method employs substitution of 
natural (16O) and isotopic oxygen (18O) in the carboxyl groups 
of amino acid residues. The isolated proteins are digested by 
proteases that target serine, lysine and arginine residues in 
presence of heavy water (H2

18O) and light water (H2
16O). Later, 

Hcl was used to serve as catalyst for labelling of carboxyl 
terminal residues along with water (H2

18O/ H2
16O) referred to as 

acid mediated oxygen substitution [105]. During the enzymatic 
digestion, amide bond is broken and one isotopic oxygen atom 
is substituted in carboxyl group. The cleaved peptide undergoes 
one more substitution in place of second oxygen of carboxyl 
group in presence of enzyme creating three possibilities for 
mass differences i.e., 16O/16O (0Da), 16O/18O (2Da), 18O/18O (4Da) 
when compared to unlabelled peptides. The mass differences 
are detected to depict the relative abundance of peptides by 
comparing their ionic intensities. This method allows efficient 
incorporation of tags but permits side reactions that interferes 
with accurate data analysis. However, to inhibit undesirable 
reactions, suitable buffers and esterification is performed 
methanol and deuterated methanol [106]. 

Metabolic labelling: Metabolic labelling strategy employs 
biological incorporation of isotopic amino acids and elements 
through cell culture in plants and dietary food in animals. It 
surpasses the major drawback of in vitro labelling and eliminates 
experimental error to a great extent. After the intake of labelled 
amino acids inside the body, the cells are rapidly multiplied and 
undergo vast array of cellular processes that ensures efficient 
incorporation of isotopes. Metabolic labelling can be carried out 
by either isotopic essential amino acids (arginine, lysine, leucine, 
and tyrosine) or isotopic elements (13C, 15N, 2H, 18O). Despite of so 
many advantages, it lacks applicability for all biological samples 
and is somewhat tedious and expensive.  

Stable Isotopic Labelling of Amino Acids in Cell Culture 
(SILAC): SILAC is a simple in vivo technique that was first 
developed in 2002 [107]. Later on, the method was efficiently 
introduced in eukaryotic organisms as well. Isotopic lysine 
(C6H14N2O2) and arginine (C6H14N4O2) amino acid tags are mainly 
used in this strategy. Looking at the chemical structure, it can be 
estimated that isotopic and normal amino acid will have a mass 
difference of 6Da (12C/13C), 2 Da (14N/15N) and likewise varied 
combinations of isotopic amino acids will lead to simultaneous 
high-throughput analysis of more samples. First of all, a cell 
culture medium is prepared and cells whose proteome is to be 
analysed are grown. The medium is divided into two sections, 
one is provided with labelled amino acids and other with 
unlabelled amino acids (as shown in Figure 3b). The cells are 
allowed to divide for four to five generations after subculturing 
in presence of similar growth regulators and conditions to 
confirm the unbiased incorporation of amino acid residues. To 
validate the efficient labelling of cells with heavy isotopes, mass 
spectrometric analysis is performed. The cells from both the 
culture medium are then pooled and proteins are extracted, 
treated with reducing agents and alkylated using iodoacetamide. 
The reduced proteins are then treated with trypsin for digestion to 
peptides. This can also be performed after separation of reduced 
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proteins on SDS-PAGE. The mixture of peptides is co-eluted in 
liquid chromatography (reverse phase or strong ion exchange 
chromatography). The separated fractions are then further 
analysed by mass spectrometric techniques. This technique 
ensures less chance of biasness and handling errors with 100% 
incorporation of tags if grown for sufficient time [108]. SILAC 
strategy can provide absolute quantification of proteins provided 
there is no undesirable metabolic conversion of labelled amino 
acids to other by products (eg arginine is converted to proline). 
Except the labelled amino acids, all other amino acids present in 
sample should be non-isotopic and present in sufficient amount 
to eliminate the probability of side reactions. The technique 
has been modified to identify post-translational modifications, 
especially methylation by using heavy-methyl SILAC approach 
[109]. The technique has certain limitations associated to 
suitability of biological material in question and laborious steps 
involving highly proficient tools and expensive synthesises of 
tags. 

15N labelling: The first metabolic labelling study was 
performed using isotopically enriched media containing 15N 
and is observed to be appropriate mainly for prokaryotes. The 
technique utilizes same strategy as SILAC with the difference 
of incorporating isotopic elements instead of amino acids. 
The labelled and unlabelled elemental nitrogen is provided to 
the growing cells by introducing inorganic salts in the culture 
medium (as shown in figure 3b). The cells are grown separately 
in the medium containing all the essential components 
required for growth. One sample is provided with the isotopic 
labelled element (heavy 15N) and other is grown in presence 
of natural Nitrogen element (light 14N). Multiple division of 
cells is allowed for few generations and then samples are 
mixed, protein is extracted, reduced, alkylated and digested by 
trypsin. The labelled and unlabelled peptides are then eluted 
on chromatographic separation and finally analysed by MS 
to generate ion chromatograms depicting intensities that are 
directly proportional to their relative abundances. The technique 
facilitates incorporation of ~98% tags but lacks in precision 
due to variation in number of nitrogen in peptides and also 
peptide sequences. Thus it makes the analysis and interpretation 
complicated.

Culture-Derived Isotope Tags (CDITs): This technique 
provides absolute and relative quantification of proteomes 
by using labelled internal standards. This strategy has been 
derived from SILAC technique as it is also associated with in 
vivo introduction of isotopes in cultured cell [110]. The cells are 
chosen from the tissue (taken under consideration for protein 
quantification). These cells are grown in suitable culture medium 
in presence of isotopes, thus referred to as culture-derived 
isotope tags (CDITs). The CDITs are mixed with the tissue sample 
which is to be analysed. The strategy further allows combined 
extraction of proteins followed by reduction and digestion to 
peptides. Now, the peptides from labelled (CDITs) and unlabelled 
(tissue sample) are analysed by mass spectrometry. Ion 
chromatograms are generated that depict m/z ratio of labelled 
and unlabelled peptides, isotopic distribution of peptides is 

observed and thus the quantity of the peptide in question is 
estimated. The calculated ratio of sample (m/z of same sequence 
of labelled peptides serving as reference and unlabelled peptides 
of tissue) depicts the absolute abundance of respective peptide.  
In case of more than one sample, same CDITs are added to all 
the different samples serving as internal standard. Protein 
from different samples (T1/T2/T3/T4 + CDITs) is extracted and 
digested separately. Mass to charge ratio for all the samples 
having internal standards are calculated which shows isotopic 
distribution between CDITs and tissue sample. The number of 
ratios calculated is equal to the number of samples addressed 
and these calculated ratios are finally compared to estimate the 
relative abundance of peptides (as depicted in Figure 3b). 

To date, a lot of experiments have been conducted and 
published for biological studies in plants using label-based 
approaches due to wide applicability and accuracy. However, 
this method involves many steps and the samples that can be 
analysed are limited. Moreover, handling errors could lead to 
incomplete incorporation of tags and give way to side reactions. 
These constraints have been taken away by more advanced label-
free approaches that allow direct analysis on LC and comparison 
on the basis of mass spectrometric data. 

Label Free Methods
Label-free approaches evolving rapidly are considered to 

the most robust and accurate technique that provides higher 
dynamic range of quantification. In this strategy, the isolated 
protein are enzymatically digested and subjected to high 
resolution chromatographic separation. The eluted peptides 
are then transferred to MS where m/z ratios are analyzed and 
chromatogram depicting signal intensities are retrieved.  It has 
been validated that the signal intensities of peptides provide a 
direct measure for its abundance in the sample [111,112]. The 
peptides are further fragmented by triple quadrupole mass 
analyzer where high and low collision energies are responsible to 
collect information for precursor and product ions; referred to as 
Tandem MS (MS/MS). MS/MS data provides correct information 
regarding the identity of proteins by comparing peptide masses 
obtained from analysis to that in the nucleotide/protein 
databases through powerful dedicated softwares. This reveals 
the identity of unknown proteins as well. The first software to 
be used for peptide matching was Sequest introduced in 1994 
[113]. The most important advantage of label-free approaches 
is that we can compare as many protein samples as possible 
by comparing the signal peak intensities and MS spectra after 
individual separation and detection of all samples on LC-MS/
MS. (Figure 4 a & b) demonstrates various global and targeted 
approaches for relative/absolute quantification of proteins. 

Relative quantification

This approach is based on data dependent MS and MS/MS 
based label-free analysis. MS data is retrieved mainly in the form 
of MS spectra and signal intensities. These criteria’s are assessed 
to interpret the identification and relative abundance of peptides 
in the sample. This approach has been broadly categorized in to 
two methods i.e., spectral intensities measurements and spectral 
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Figure 4: Major approaches and steps involved in label-free proteomics
(a) Absolute Quantification
(b) Relative Quantification
AQUA: Absolute Quantification of Proteins; QconCAT: Quantification by Concatenated Signature Peptides Coded Affinity Tags; LC/MSE :  Liquid Chro-
matography Mass Spectrometry and E (superscripted) Stands for Elevated Energy; CID: Collision Induced Dissociation; Q1, q2, Q3 stands for Quadru-
poles 1, 2 & 3 respectively, Low CE: Low Collision Energy; High CE: High Collision Energy; emPAI: Exponentially Modified Protein Abundance Index; 
APEX: Absolute Protein Expression; LC-MS/MS: Liquid Chromatography Tandem  Mass Spectrometry. 

counting [114]. Certain modifications in these techniques can 
lead to absolute measurement of protein (APEX).

Spectral intensities measurements

This technique employs the detection of ion intensities to 
estimate the quantity of protein in the sample. The first step 
involves preparation of sample in which the protein to be 
analysed is isolated individually from the source and subjected to 
high resolution liquid chromatographic separation; ultra-HPLC 
is the method of choice for this purpose. All the peptides under 
consideration are eluted by presenting a specific m/z ratio and 
specific retention time [115,116]. Using dedicated software’s, 
ion chromatograms are generated that are automatically aligned. 
Now, the same peptide present in the samples to be quantified 
possess a particular m/z ratio and retention time. On the basis 
of these observed properties, peptide matching is performed 
either to that with other sample or reference in databases. 
When analysed on MS, peptides face collision energy under 
the influence of voltages inside the quadrupole and produce 
precursor ions. The total ion current of signal is computed and 

calculated for each peptide. On the basis of m/z ratio, retention 
time (elution profile) and signal intensities, area under curve 
(AUC) is calculated using automated software’s.  AUC is directly 
proportional to the quantity of peptide and used to compare the 
abundance of peptides in different samples. In short, the strategy 
involves identification of peptides on the basis of m/z ratio and 
retention time when compared to reference and quantification 
of identified peptides by computing area under curve depicting 
signal intensity. For accurate measurements, one should be aware 
of basic elution profile characteristics of the peptide; this leads to 
bypass of some of the low abundant or unrecognized peptides. 
Calculation of number of spectra provides more dynamic range 
in this regard.

Spectral counting

Spectral counting can be regarded as a quantitative approach 
based on the rationale that the number of MS/MS spectra of 
peptides is directly proportional to the quantity of protein 
from which they are obtained. Recent study has reported the 
correlation of spectral count to that of fold change observed 
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and that the number of spectra is correlated to the peptide 
count [117]. This strategy is mainly based on MS/MS analysis 
for simultaneous identification and quantification of proteins 
in contrast to peak intensity measurements that relies on MS 
analysis.  In this approach, sample preparation and digestion 
steps are undertaken to produce tryptic peptides. These peptides 
are subjected on liquid chromatography and further analysis 
is performed by tandem mass spectrometry. The peptides are 
eluted independent of their physical characteristics but the 
analysis yields different retention time and chromatographic 
peaks data which distinguishes the spectral count of each peptide 
without the need to align chromatograms. The more the quantity 
of proteins, the higher will be the number of MS/MS spectra 
of the related peptides. Again, large proteins produce greater 
number of tryptic peptides and thus more spectral count. The 
spectral or peptide count from the samples to be analysed are 
compared and relative abundance of proteins are determined. 
Certain methods have been introduced to measure the peptide 
count i.e., i) protein abundance index [118], ii) exponentially 
modified protein abundance index [110]. And iii) absolute protein 
expression [119]. Protein Abundance Index (PAI) is calculated by 
computing the ratio of the number of peptides observed in the 
sample within the given specific range of MS to the expected 
peptides that can be observed after trypsin digestion of analysed 
protein. This method has been modified by its normalization 
which distinguishes the sequence on the basis of their 
characteristics presenting a better correlation for assessment of 
protein quantity. The method is referred to as the exponential 
form of PAI represented as emPAI (exponentially modified 
protein abundance index) and represented as 10PAI-1 [70]. This 
is based on the concept that larger proteins have more peptides 
and thus show a direct correlation to the protein content in the 
sample. The major drawback of these methods is the neglected 
intrinsic characteristics of proteins that are surpassed by certain 
advancements. Another modified version of emPAI is Absolute 
Protein Expression (APEX) which takes into consideration the 
physicochemical properties of proteins and analytical features of 
MS analysis. In this strategy, computational models are used to 
predict the possibility of tryptic peptides that can be produced 
within the given dynamic range of MS. This estimate of peptides 
is then compared to the observed peptides that are actually 
detected. It deduces a correct order of magnitude to depict the 
influence of intrinsic features of protein. From the estimate, a 
correction factor for each molecule of a particular protein is 
included in the analysis, called as Oi value [120]. In this way, the 
likelihood of the occurrence of a peptide of particular protein is 
estimated and gives absolute protein concentration per cell. 

Absolute quantification

This strategy is the direct consequence of various 
modifications and rapid growth in the field of proteomics. The 
techniques offer accurate measurements of proteins present 
in the sample by taking into account the reference or internal 
standards. In this regard, we can classify the methods in two 
major categories i.e., Global Analysis and Target Analysis. 

Global Analysis: In the former approach, a known quantity 

of protein is added to the sample which is to be quantified. 
Separate enzymatic digestion is done for known protein and its 
MS signal intensity is observed and recorded. Then the sample to 
be analyzed (containing known amount of protein) is separately 
digested and analysed on MS. The mass spectrometric data 
obtained for both the known protein and the sample is then 
compared. The same peptides of reference and test sample 
produce similar elution profile. The ratio of the signal intensity 
is thus used to deduce the absolute abundance of the peptides in 
the sample. 

Target Analysis: As described in the former approach, all 
the peptides of the corresponding protein are considered for 
analysis. But in target approach, only a few selective peptides 
are quantified by utilizing isotopic labelling strategy. The most 
previous approach employed for targeted protein analysis was 
ELISA but it requires specific antibodies and complete information 
of the proteins to be analyzed and thus not suitable for analysis of 
noval proteins. Recently, AQUA strategy has been introduced that 
employs standard peptide for absolute measurement of particular 
peptides present in the protein. For reference, targeted peptide 
which is to be analysed is selected from the protein and labelled 
using isotopes containing amino acids. This labelled peptide is 
also referred to as AQUA peptide. The reference peptide is added 
to the protein sample from which peptide abundance is to be 
measured. The sample is enzymatically digested and analysed 
on mass spectrometric tools. The signal intensities appear as 
duplets for a specific peptide as there is slight mass difference 
between the AQUA peptide (isotopically labelled) and natural 
peptide present in sample. The relative intensities of both the 
peptides are observed and recorded. The calculation of ratio 
of AQUA peptide to that of sample peptide depicts the absolute 
quantification of protein. 

Another strategy that has been derived from AQUA for 
simultaneous analysis of more than one sample is QconCAT 
technique. This multiplex strategy involves the selection of 
unique peptide from each sample of protein to be analysed. These 
peptides are then sequenced and a chimeric gene is synthesized 
using computational tools [73]. The expression of chimeric 
gene leads to the production of protein representing signature 
peptide of each protein and is referred to as concatenated protein 
(QconCAT). The isotopic labelling of QconCAT protein serves as 
internal standard [121]. It is mixed with different samples of 
protein to be quantified. Again, enzymatic digestion and analysis 
on MS tools produces signals that are recorded and used to 
compare and derive ratios for measurement of absolute peptide 
abundance.  

LC/MSE approach is based on data independent acquisition 
and is amenable for absolute and relative quantification. 
In this technique, the digested peptides are eluted on high 
resolution chromatographic system and subjected to advanced 
high mass resolution MS that utilizes triple quadrupole/TOF. 
The instrument is provided with electromagnetic waves and 
alternating high and low collision energies. As the product 
enters the system, gets fragmented in presence of low collision 
energies to generate precursor ions. However, selection is not 
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done at this level for further splitting and thus termed as data 
independent analysis. The precursor ions are again fragmented 
in presence of high collision energies generated by inert gases to 
yield product ions. The record of retention time, m/z ratio and 
signal intensities assist in the grouping of generated ions to their 
respective source. Product ions and precursor ions have similar 
elution profile and generate signatures, called as Exact Mass 
Retention Time (EMRT) signatures [122]. The intensity of these 
ions when analysed on MS, generates particular EMRT signatures 
for specific peptides and thus can be correlated to the abundance 
of their corresponding peptides. 

Label-free approaches are considered to be the most advanced 
innovative emerging techniques that attempt to generate 
highly informative data for identification of novel proteins. The 
multiplexing technology eliminates the need for laborious sample 

processes, isotopic labelling and the number of steps involved 
but requires highly efficient and advanced versions of proteomic 
tools thereby leading to cost issues. However, it has contributed 
excessively in the recent years towards identification of proteins 
and understanding of biological mechanisms.

All the proteomic strategies are complementary to each 
other associated with several advantages and drawbacks. The 
integration of all these techniques will be useful to get a clear 
picture of wide mechanisms taking place in living systems. In this 
regard, few of the recently published works on plant proteomics 
have been depicted in Table 1. Incremental improvements in 
these strategies will lead to uncover orphan genes and gain in-
depth knowledge of protein dynamics.

Summary 

Table 1: Recent key studies for identification of novel proteins and differential expression studies in plants under specific conditions using 
proteomic approaches.
S.No. Plant Technique Biological Study Reference

1. Hordeum vulgare 
(Barley) 2DE Differential proteomics for identification of proteins associated with 

grain quality Finnie, et al. [14]

2. Magnolia seaboldii 2DE Comparative protein profiling at seed germination stage Lu, et al. [29]

3. Hordeum vulgare
(Barley) 2DE Study of proteins produced in response to biotic stress ( Fusarium 

infection) during grain development Trumper, et al. [30]

4. Petunia 2DE Differential expression studies of proteins associated with 
anthocyanin Prinsi, et al. [31]

5. Prunus persica
(Peach) 2DE Mesocarp and leaf proteome study for understanding chilling stress 

response Almeida, et al. [32]

6. Zea mays (Maize) 2DE Proteome analysis of mid-rib determining the size of leaf angle Wang,  et al. [33]

7. Glycine max (Soybean) 2DE Analysis of proteins associated with seed filling Hadjuch, et al. [34]

8. Citrus sinensis & Citrus 
grandis 2DE Differential proteomics to demonstrate boron toxicity in two 

species differing in boron tolerance Sang, et al. [35]

9. Brachypodium distachyon 2DE-MALDI/TOF Leaf and root proteome analysis in response to H2O2 stress Bian, et al. [36]

10. Pisum sativum
(Pea) 2D-DIGE Identification of proteins produced in response to Orobanche 

crenata Castellejo, et al. [37]

11. Hordeum vulgare
Barley ICAT Detection of thioredoxin target disulfide in proteins released from 

aleurone layer Hagglund, et al. [92]

12. Solanum lycopersicon
(Tomato) TMT Detection of redox proteins responsive to biotic stress (P.syringae) Parker, et al. [38]

13. Ricinus communis
(Castor bean) ICPL & iTRAQ Analysis of proteins involved in development of endosperm Nogueria, et al. [93]

14. Vitis vinefera 
Grape iTRAQ Analysis of mesocarp and endocarp proteins synthesized  in 

response to pathogen 
Melo-Braga, et al. 
[26]

15. Oryza sativa (Rice) iTRAQ Analysis of cold-responsive proteins Neilson, et al. [94]

16. Triticum aestivum (Wheat) iTRAQ Study of protein responses to biotic stresses (powdery mildew) Fu, et al. [24]

17. Camellina sinensis
(Tea plant) iTRAQ Differential protein studies concerned to chlorophyll content and 

abnormal chloroplast development Wang, et al. [39]

18. Nicotiana tabacum
(Tobacco) iTRAQ Understanding TMV resistance mechanism by differential protein 

analysis of susceptible and resistant strains Wang, et al. [40]

19. Glycine max (Soybean) iTRAQ Proteins and pathways associated with male sterility were revealed Li, et al. [41]

20. Cucumis sativus
(Cucumber) iTRAQ Identification of proteins produced in phloem sap in response to 

salt stress Fan, et al. [42]

21. Arabidopsis iTRAQ-OFFGEL Detection of proteins required for regulation of iron homeostasis 
and transport mechanisms Zargar, et al. [21]
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22. Medicago trunculata iTRAQ-OFFGEL Analysis of microsomal proteins Abdallah, et al. [70]

23. Arabidopsis iTRAQ-OFFGEL Proteomic investigation of shoot microsomal proteins to reveal the 
impact of Fe deficiency on photosynthesis Zargar, et al. [130]

24. Crotolaria juncea 15N Production of 15N labeled green manure Ambrosano, et al. [43]

25. Sugarcane 15N
15N-labeled nitrogen from green manure and ammonium sulphate 
utilization by the sugarcane ratoon.

Ambrosano, et al. 
[44]

26. Chlamydomonas reinhardii SILAC Protein analysis in response to salt stress Mastrobuoni, et al. [95]

27. Quercus ilex (Holm-oak) 2DE & LC-MS/MS Differential profiling of storage and stress/defense protein by acorn 
seed analysis Galvan, et al. [45]

28. Arabidopsis 2DE & LC-MS Proteome analysis in response to the smoke-derived growth 
regulator karrikin

Baldrianova, et al. 
[46]

29. Hevea brasiliensis
(Rubber tree)

2DE, Western Blot 
& LC-MS Study of protein regulation under biotic stress (fungal infection) Havanapan, et al. [47]

30. Brassica napus 2DE & LC-MS/MS Proteome studies from plastid of developing embryo and leaves Demartini, et al. [48]

31. Triticum aestivum
(Wheat) 2DE & LC-MS/MS Aleurone layer proteome analysis at different stages of grain 

development Nadaud, et al. [49]

32. Nicotiana tabacum
(Tobacco)

BN -PAGE & LC-
MS/MS Exploration of BY-2 protein complexes Remmerie, et al. [50]

33. Glycine max (Soybean) 2DIGE & gel-free 
shotgun approach

Analysis of inter and intracellular proteins of calli developed from 
hypocotyls Miemyk, et al. [51]

34. Oryza sativa (Rice)
Immune affinity 
purification & 
LC-MS/MS

Detection of acetylation motifs, lysine acetylated proteins and their 
localization Xiong, et al. [52]

35. Arabidopsis iTRAQ & LC-MS Identification of proteins involved in glucosinolate metabolism Mostafa, et al. [53]

36. Jatropha curcas

Histologica and 
Transmission 
electron microscopy 
analysis

Exploration of structural changes associated with the plastid to 
gerontoplast transition Shah, et al. [54]

37. Hevea brasiliensis
(Rubber tree)

iTRAQ & 
LC-MS/MS

Identification of ethylene-/jasmonate responsive proteins to 
understand defense mechanism Dai, et al. [55]

38. Beta vulgaris
(Sugar Beet)

iTRAQ & 
2DLC-MS/MS Membrane proteome analysis for salt dtress Li, et al. [56]

39. Musa acuminate (Banana) Gel-free Study on the plasma membrane proteome of Banana Vertommen, et al. 
[57]

40. Fragaria ananassa
(Strawberry) LC-MS Proteomic investigation for flavonoid and anthocyanin biosynthesis 

at different ripening stages Song, et al. [58]

41. Oryza sativa (Rice) Label free 
quantitative MS Analysis of proteins synthesized during heat stress Timabud, et al. [59]

42. Glycine max (Soybean) Label free 
quantitative MS

Annotation of proteins synthesized in response to jasmonic acid and 
salicylic acid under flooding stress Kamal, et al. [60]

43. Brassica napus Label-free 
quantitative MS

Analysis of plasma membrane proteins in response to phosphorous 
deficiency Chen, et al. [61]

44. Solanum lycopersicon
(Tomato) Gel-LC-Orbitrap-MS Membrane proteome analysis pertaining to development in male 

gametophyte Paul, et al. [62]

45. Nelumbo nucifera (Lotus) Label-free Shotgun 
approach

Analysis of proteins involved in cellular dedifferentiation and callus 
formation Liu, et al. [63]

46. Glycine max (Soybean)
Label-free 
quantitative 
proteomics

Protein analysis under abiotic stresses (flood and drought) Wang, et al. [39]

47. Saccharum officinarum
(Sugarcane)

Shotgun associated 
with nano ESI-
HDMS technology

Identification of proteins associated with somatic embryogenesis 
development for protection of cells Reis, et al. [64]

48. Araucaria angustifolia
Label free 
quantitative 
proteomics

Protein analysis of embryogenic cell cultures Santos, et al. [65]

49. Momordica charantia
(Bitter Melon) LC-MS/MS Seed proteome analysis to identify angiotensin-1 converting 

enzyme inhibitory peptides. Priyanto, et al. [66]

50. Arabidopsis LC-MS Proteomic analysis of cytosolic ribosomal proteins Hummel, et al. [67]
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The curiosity to unravel the concealed mysteries of life 
and various processes involved in its sustenance inspired the 
researchers to understand the basic regulatory pathways of 
biological systems. In this regard, tremendous efforts have been 
made in the field of genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, 
metabolomics and ionomics. We have confined this article 
to proteomics approach only. Initially, protein profiling and 
protein-protein interactions were performed to study the diverse 
proteins. Then the focus was shifted to proteome analysis by 
employing 2DE in the late 20th century. Later, with advancements 
in technologies, gel-free proteomics strategies came into 
limelight that attempts to enumerate the functional dimension 
of proteins by employing more reliable and proficient tools for 
precise and accurate results. To date, huge numbers of entries 
have been made concerned to study of insects, worms, animals, 
human diseases studies [123-126]. These approaches have 
found wide applicability in the field of medicines for discovery of 
biomarkers and early disease diagnosis [127]. And evolutionary 
ecology studies [128]. As well. However, the field of plant 
proteomics is still in its infancy and needs to be explored due to 
presence of vast diverse proteins and metabolites. As mentioned 
above, there is no single strategy that can be considered self-
sufficient to evaluate all the proteins. The detection of novel 
proteins and their dynamics requires combined efforts of 
modern technologies. The choice of a particular proteomic 
strategy depends on the biological question under consideration.  
Amendment in the employed scientific technologies, tools 
and databases is bound to render extremely informative facts 
concerned to metabolism. The sub-cellular proteome studies 
have been carried out in the past years [129]. Recently, the 
concept of proteome atlas has been introduced that emphasizes 
the need to integrate specific proteome studies to create a big 
picture of diverse proteins involved in metabolic and regulatory 
pathways [130]. The proteome analysis of different organelles 
at different developmental stages under varied environmental 
conditions will help to elucidate the metabolic regulations 
producing diverse proteins and metabolites. In-depth knowledge 
of these metabolic routes will expand our knowledge and assist 
in manipulation of key elements to produce desired results and 
development of superior genotypes having agronomic merit with 
biotic and abiotic stress tolerance. Thus, we can conclude that the 
incremental refinement in proteomic technologies and ongoing 
efforts of the researchers will facilitate unveiling the metabolic 
networks for deducing unexplored mechanisms and creating 
wealth of information.
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